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ON THE MODULE OF STRONG DERIVATIVES OVER THE RING OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES
In [12] a simple characterization of the system of all functions f:R-such that f*g is a derivative for each continuous function g:R -»R was proved. In this note, applying the theory of double Denjoy-Celidze integral (cf, [4] - [7] , [9] » [n]» [13] > [14] ), we obtain the two-dimensional analogue of J. Marik result.
Let -»R be a real function of two variables and for x.yeR 2 , let I(x;y) -< a c R 2 jx <»<y} 3 fo .3^] * [»2*^2] be a rectangle contained in H 2 . The order relation x$y for * » {x1l(x2), y m (y^ygisB* «»ana here that for i-1,2. The increment of a function F on I(x{y) will be defined by the formula (1) A[pjl{xjy)] = -F(y.,,x 2 ) -F(x1 FY2) + F(y1fy2).
Denote by a^iU the area of I. We shall say that F is A-continuous at the point x « (x^^x^) if to each £>0 there corresponds a 6>0 suah that the condition mgtl)^ implies |A[P}I]| <E fob svery two-dimensional interval I with a corner x. Let osa(P}I) fca defined as sup |A [F|K] |, where the supremiun Ia takan over all two-dimensional intervals Kcl. A function F is aaid to be absolutely continuous in the restricted p * finnsq on » bounded set EcH', or to be AC on E, if P is bounded and if to 9t>ch e> 0 there corresponds an ij>>0 such that, -853 -for every finite sequence of non-overlaping two-dimensional in tervals I k containing some points of E, the inequality ]L m 2 (Ij £ )<7 implies S osc{P|I k )<e .
A function will be termed generalized absolutely continuou on B, or ACG* on a set S, if this function is A-continuoua on E, and if the set E is expressible as the sum of a sequenoe of bounded sets on which the function is AC*. The strong uppex derivative of F at the point x is the upper limit of the ration A[P;l]/m 2 (I), where I ie any two-dimensional interval containing x, whose diameter tends to zero. The lower strong derivative has corresponding definition. If at a point x the upper and lower strong derivatives are equal, their common value is termed the strong derivative of P at the point x and will be denoted by D g P(x.,,* 2 )• Derivatives of this kind were recently investigated in [10] . Por the basic facts concerning strongly derivables functions we refer to [2] on Kg. There are nonnegative continuous functions g.j,g 2 e C such that gjj R-K^ = 0, and jj g^u) dm 2 (u) =» 1 for i = 1,2. We have
It 1B easy to see that the function
. In fact, we have g|9I=0. Then
More over (7) jj
in virtue of (4). Theorem 1. Let I : = I(a;b) be as before. Let f be a function totalisable in the sense of [lljover I such that jj |f(u)|dm2(u) = oo. Let e be any fixed number, satisfying the inequality 0<£ <1. Then there is a function H strongly derivable on I such that: (i) H|81 = 0, (ii) |H(u)| <e for each uel, and It also follows from the .inequality (10) that
This finishes the proof. Lemma 2. Let I -I(a;b) be aa before, Lou f be a function L-integrabla over I and let e be any fixed number satisfying the inequality 0 <• t < 1. Then there exists a continuous function ge C such that:
Proof: There exists a number 5 e (0j1) suoh that IS f(u)dm 2 (u) < | for each set £ cl of measure nig less than S,
Then there is a function g e C and a set T clnt I such that |g(u)| $ 1 on R 2 , g131 = 0, g = sign f on T and that the measure m^I-T) of I-T is less than 6 . Hence we have 
by (23). Next, it is easily observed that there is a function geC such that g • o~1*g n on P(n) for each n. Obviously
*n + 1 so that taking into account the relations (22) and (23), we get 
